Work time, your time, pick the kids up from school time, the new Crossland X deals with anything your day throws at you. Packed inside its shapely SUV exterior are loads of smart features you’ll wonder how you ever lived without, from a Wi-Fi hotspot to automatic parking. So don’t worry about a thing. The Crossland X is here to save your day.
SERIOUS ABOUT SAFETY
As you go about your day, it’s nice to know the Crossland X has your back. Your front. And even your side. In fact, you can pack in loads of extra features that keep you and your family even safer. And depending which pack you choose, it’ll even park itself as you work the pedals. Unbelievable, right?

>> ALWAYS A HEADS UP
A head-up digital display\(^1\) in your eyeline shows all the important stuff, so you never have to take your eyes off the road.

>> GUARDIAN ANGEL 24/7 ONSTAR
At the push of a button you’ll be put through to a trained advisor to help with everything from a vehicle health check to emergency assistance. And, relax.

>> LIGHT UP THE NIGHT
Although the Crossland X is a dazzling car, it doesn’t want to blind the oncoming traffic. So the Premium LED Lighting Pack\(^2\) features high beam assist that automatically switches to dipped beam for you.

>> SERIOUSLY SMART TECH
Finally, you can park your worry about parking. As part of the Park and Go Pack\(^2\) you’ll enjoy advanced park assist that actually steers the car into the space for you whilst you operate the pedals and gears. Prepare to be amazed.

---

1 Optional at extra cost in conjunction with Navi 5.0 IntelliLink infotainment system.
2 Optional at extra cost.
MORE LIFE

LESS LIMITS
FLEXIBLY YOURS
With its clever seating, ample storage and smartphone solutions, the sporty interior is ready to handle whatever makes your day. From plants and pets of all shapes and sizes, to a car full of kids and all their gear. Perfect.

>> SPACE IS A REALLY BIG DEAL
With 410 litres of load space there’s bags of room for life’s cargo. Slide the rear seat forward¹ and that space grows to 520 litres. Fold down the rear seats and hey presto, you have a huge 1255 litres to play with.

>> LOTS OF ROOM FOR LITTLE THINGS
Inside you’ll find four handy cup holders and a centre console with clever spaces for all those little essentials, plus a large, four litre compartment for phones, wallets or anything else you or your passengers need close to hand.

>> IT’S BEST FRIENDS WITH YOUR MOBILE
To stay connected, there’s a USB charging port and you’ll also be able to project your phone’s apps to the IntelliLink screen using Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto™. Plus there’s a wireless charging point² and 4G Wi-Fi hotspot to keep everyone happy too.

¹ Optional at extra cost as part of the Versatility Pack. ² Optional at extra cost.

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.
GET IN TOUCH

It ticks the space box. The safety box. The gadget and gizmo box. Then there’s the versatility and curb appeal boxes. Tick tick.

In fact, when you look at it, the new Crossland X really is a winner from every angle.

To get the full story or to be one of the first to enjoy a test drive, get in touch with us today. Or visit www.vauxhall.co.uk/crosslandx
3 Day Test Drive
Be confident you’re making the right business choice by taking the new Crossland X on our free* 3 Day Test Drive, available exclusively to Company Car Drivers and Fleet Decision Makers.

There’s no need to leave your workplace or home as we’ll have the vehicle delivered to a destination that’s most convenient for you. Insurance cover is included and there’s no mileage limit so you can experience the first-class comfort and quality of the new Crossland X at your own pace.

Pre-booking your 3 Day Test Drive is quick and easy. Visit www.vauxhallfleet.co.uk/testdrive.

Fleet Customer Services
Our dedicated support services for fleet decision makers include factory demonstrators and information on whole life costs, company car taxation and finance.

For further information please call 0330 587 8222.

E10 Fuel
E10 fuel is cleared for use in all petrol-engined Vauxhall vehicles excluding models with the 2.2 litre direct injection petrol engine (code Z22YH) used in Vectra, Signum and Zafira models.

Owners of these vehicles should continue to use regular unleaded or premium unleaded petrol.

For more information...
For a brochure on any Vauxhall model (up to a maximum of three per caller) or location of your nearest Vauxhall retailer please call 0345 600 1500.

Alternatively, details can be found on our website at www.vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online:

Privacy Policy – General Motors UK Ltd, General Motors Holdings LLC (Michigan, USA) and OnStar Europe Ltd may process your data for marketing, market research, tracking sales data and to contact you. On request, you can stop the processing of your personal data for marketing at any time. Your personal details may be shared within the General Motors Group and suppliers, retailers and agents for the above purposes – we will not share your personal details with third parties for their independent use. The data may be transferred outside the European Economic Area (EEA). All steps reasonably necessary will be taken to ensure that your data is treated securely and in accordance with applicable laws. Please read our privacy policy - www.vauxhall.co.uk/privacy for more detail.

*The free 3 Day Test Drive programme is open to Company Car Drivers and Fleet Decision Makers. It excludes fuel and lubricants; congestion charges; parking and speeding fines and the £250 insurance excess (if applicable). It features a wide selection of models from the Vauxhall range (excluding all VXRs models and Commercial Vehicles and subject to availability). Drivers must be aged 25 years or over, have held a full driving licence for at least a year and hold a major credit card. You will need to have your driving licence (and proof of identity (i.e. passport) where the driving licence is not a photocard licence) when your car is delivered. While every effort will be made to ensure that at least 3 days are provided for the test drive, this cannot always be guaranteed due to delivery and collection dates and timings. Available for UK Mainland only. Full terms and conditions can be found at www.vauxhallfleet.co.uk/testdrive/index/terms

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of publication (March 2017). Vauxhall vehicles are equipped with components manufactured by various General Motors operating units and outside suppliers. The Company reserves the right to alter specifications and withdraw products from sale without notice. Any such alterations will be notified to Vauxhall retailers at the earliest opportunity; please consult your local retailer for the latest information. The specifications detailed within this brochure are not necessarily applicable to alternative models such as Special Editions. Details of any such models will be contained in specific literature or found on the Vauxhall website. Please note that Vauxhall retailers are not the agents of General Motors UK Limited and are not authorised to bind the Company by any specific or implied undertaking or representation. It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. Please note accessories shown are for illustrative purposes only.

As part of Vauxhall’s policy of environmental care, this brochure is printed on paper manufactured using Elemental Chlorine Free pulps from specially formed, sustainable timber resources. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of General Motors UK Limited.